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LUXU RY  W I T H O U T  C O M P RO M I S E

Every chime, pop and vroom!  
your favorite products make has  

been cleverly engineered to seduce you—
and secure your loyalty forever.  

Can you hear it working?

The   SOUND 
   LUXURY

of

T H E  D E S I G N  I S S U E
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Genius at Work

TRICK OF 
THE LIGHT

Dublin-based designer Niamh Barry  
makes bending bronze into a 

chandelier look like a conjuror’s illusion.
BY HELENA MADDEN

Genius at Work
an  led  lamp may be efficient, but its 
output isn’t always so beautiful. In 
their raw form, LEDs emit a cool, 
often harsh glow not unlike the kind 
radiating from your smartphone.  
It takes a skilled artisan, then, to  
make the medium look less iPad       
and more sculpture. 

Niamh Barry’s high-concept 
chandeliers are made of carefully 
worked bronze and glass. Together, 
the two materials diffuse the LEDs’  
light so it’s warmer and considerably 
more inviting.

The design for one of Barry’s new 
works, Artist’s Hand, comes from a 
curvy sketch—easy enough to scribble 

in a notebook but much harder to 
make into a more than nine-foot-long 
bronze chandelier. Altogether the 
piece, on view next month at New 
York’s Salon Art + Design, takes about 
600 hours to create; the result is a 
lithe sculpture that looks as if it’s 
made of molten metal. The meticulous 
process is informed by Barry’s three 
decades of experience working with 
bronze and light. Nothing is left to 
chance once construction begins. 
“There are always moments along the 
way where I stop, take stock and 
perhaps tweak a piece,” she says. “But 
the fundamentals are all set in stone 
from the get-go.” 
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Genius at Work
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Computer Games

Barry creates a 3-D model of Artist’s 
Hand in a computer program called 
SolidWorks. She can then take the 
design apart digitally and transform it 
into many 2-D models that can be 
used as reference when cutting and 
welding the individual pieces. 

ABOVE

Wires Crossed

Once that’s done, she bends and 
manipulates wire by hand to create a 
maquette. This gives her a better 
sense of what the chandelier will look 
like in physical form and allows her to 
play with or tweak its shape more 
precisely. 

RIGHT

Sketchy

Barry draws the shape that Artist’s 
Hand will take. It’s as much about 
emotion as concept. “Usually with   
my work . . . it’s like a feeling,” she 
says. “It’s hard to articulate, hard to 
pin down.” 
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LEFT

Heavy Metal 

Artist’s Hand consists of numerous 
separate bronze pieces, all of which 
must be hammered, rolled and      
bent depending on their final form.    
At this point the metal is still raw  
and unpolished.

BOTTOM LEFT

Fired Up

Once the components have been 
molded to their desired shape, Barry 
works with a member of her team to 
weld them together. It’s a back-and-
forth of hammering and annealing, 
which involves heating the metal  
and cooling it very slowly. This 
relieves internal stresses from  
the material.

BOTTOM RIGHT

Hanging Out

Once the chandelier is assembled, 
Barry suspends it to get a better 
sense of what it looks like. If any 
last-minute tweaks are to be made to 
the design, now is the time.
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Genius at Work

ABOVE LEFT

High Gloss

All the bronze is mirror-polished by 
hand. It’s one of the most time-
consuming aspects of the process, 
as it can take weeks to transform 
the dull finish into a glossy, reflective 
surface.  

ABOVE RIGHT

Piece by Piece

A sheet of glass is hand-cut into 
thousands of tiny sections, polished, 
assembled back into a strip like a 
mosaic and fit to the chandelier. This 
technique diffuses the light. “You get 
this beautiful textural play on the 
reflective nature of the glass,” says 
Barry. “But when you look at it as a 
whole, it reads as one element.” 

LEFT

Let There Be Light

Finally, the LEDs are integrated  
into the chandelier. It’s the last piece 
of the puzzle, and the work is 
complete.  
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